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Other than the historical writings, the edition of which has yet to begin, Series
VIII of the Academy Edition of Leibniz’s writings, presenting his “naturalscientific, medical, and technical” contributions, has been, since the project
began in 1923, consistently deemed to be of low priority, and it is only very
recently that the project has got fully underway. Coming, as it does, nearer to
the end of the edition of the complete works, Series VIII has the advantage of
accumulating some of the ‘run-off’ of the philosophical writings, that is, texts of
philosophical import that for whatever reason were not initially deemed
sufficiently philosophical to be included in Series II or VI. Currently in
preparation are the writings on chemistry, hydrology, and other natural sciences.
The medical and ‘biological’ manuscripts, identified as ‘LH III’, will be edited
likely some years from now.2 On our reading of these manuscripts, all or most
are of at least some interest to the scholar of Leibniz’s philosophy.

1

Special thanks to Dr. Sebastian Stork of the Berlin-Brandenburgische Akademie
der Wissenschaften, and to Dr. Paolo Rubini of the Humboldt-Universität zu
Berlin, for their kind assistance in deciphering some of the more difficult passages
in the manuscripts. Thanks are also due to Richard T. W. Arthur, Andreas Blank,
Stephen Menn, and James Delbourgo for their input at various stages of the
preparation of these texts. Finally, thanks to Glenn Hartz and Massimo Mugnai
for their strong support of the proposal to bring some of the LH III texts to light,
and for the high editorial standards that they ensured would prevail in the process.
Any remaining infelicities in their transcription or translation are entirely my fault.
2
Fortunately, in the meantime, the Berlin-Brandenburgische Akademie der
Wissenschaften, whose Leibniz-Arbeitsstelle is responsible for the edition of
Reihe VIII, has been the first of the various centers contributing to the Akademie
Edition to make the relevant manuscripts available to the public electronically in
the form of high resolution scans, all of which may be found in the ‘Ritterkatalog’
of the BBAW website: http://ritter.bbaw.de/ritter/Scans/index.html. We note
however that, other than for short citations, these scans are not publication-ready,
and for critical editions or translations one is still required to consult, if not the
originals, then the high-quality paper reproductions available from the Archiv in
Hannover.
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Some literature has appeared in the last several years on Leibniz’s contribution
to medicine and to physiology,3 but little of it has been concerned to place
Leibniz’s interest within the context of his interest in, broadly speaking, the
natural-philosophical study of the structure, motion, and generation of living
things, and the metaphysical study of substance and individual. With the
selection of texts presented here, we hope to begin to show that Leibniz’s
medical interests are not separable from his biological ones, and that these in
turn are firmly rooted in natural philosophy and metaphysics. When Series VIII
is finally published, our picture of Leibniz, not just as an Universalgelehrter
with an interest in the developing life sciences, but also as a philosopher
intensely preoccupied with the philosophical problems of life, organism, selfmotion, the body-machine, etc., will be significantly enriched.
The writings catalogued in LH III may be divided into five broad categories:
1.

2.

Major treatises of philosophical importance. These include the Corpus
hominis text (presented here); the Directiones ad rem medicam
pertinentes, discussed below; the numerous drafts towards the eventual
Animadversiones contra Stahl; and several others.
Longer treatises on various precise medical topics, some of which are
of great significance for the history of medicine. Much of LH III 4, to
take one notable example, consists in drafts towards the eventual
treatise, De novo antidysenterico Americano magnis succesibus

3

See for example Johannes Steudel, “Leibniz und die Medizin”: Rede bei der
Übernahme des Rektoramtes der Rheinischen Friedrich-Wilhelm-Universität zu
Bonn (1958); Marion Mahrenholtz, “Leibniz’ Literaturquellen zu einigen frühen
Texten medizinischen Inhalts,” Studia Leibnitiana Supplementa, Vol. 27: Leibniz’
Auseinandersetzung mit Vorgängern und Zeitgenossen. Eds. Ingrid Marchlewitz
and Albert Heinekamp. (Stuttgart: Franz Steiner Verlag, 1990), 350-357. We
cannot possibly mention all of the literature that in recent decades has, in some
way or other, engaged with Leibniz’s more general interest in animals and living
things in general, but we note two works that stand out for their willingness to take
Leibniz seriously as a physiological thinker in his own right, rather than as one
who took an interest in the generation, structure, and motion of animals only to the
extent that this served other as it were drier philosophical interests. The first is
François Duchesneau, Les modèles du vivant de Descartes à Leibniz (Paris: Vrin,
1998); and the second Enrico Pasini, Corpo e funzioni cognitive in Leibniz (Milan:
Franco-Angeli, 1996).
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3.

4.
5.

comprobato,4 for which Leibniz earned his place in the history of
medicine as the discoverer of medicinal applications of a New World
plant species.
Notes made by Leibniz to himself on medical matters. Many of these
are from the Paris period, and reveal an intense, developing interest in
anatomy, physiology, and therapeutics. They also reveal a great deal
about Leibniz’s daily life and network of connections in Paris. One
such note, from January, 1676, is presented here.
Correspondences pertaining principally to medical matters, and
particularly relating reports of medical curiosities.
Transcriptions of sundry recipes and pharmaceutical mixtures (a
surprising number of which involve chocolate, showing again the
significance of importations from America for 17th-century medicine).

We have selected for presentation and translation texts of the first and the third
varieties. A particularly interesting text of the first variety, and the only text
from LH III to be made available so far as a Vorabdruck, is the Directiones ad
rem medicam pertinentes of 1677.5 The text is too long to reproduce here, but a
summary of its main concerns, and the philosophical background to these, is
certainly in order.
The Directiones consist principally in a set of propositions for the establishment
of a public health system, but in passing tell us many things as well about
Leibniz's developing views on the nature of animal and human bodies. Leibniz
shows an interest in discovering new methods of probing into the inner workings
of living bodies. “We need to find ways to penetrate ever further into the
innermost part of a living being.”6 One way of doing this, he proposes, is by
developing the science of anesthesia: “[W]e must find a way to put a person into
a deep sleep, in order not to harm him, to the extent that he would feel nothing,
4

Originally published in Misc. Acad. Nat. Cur. (1695-6): 3, iii, 1-22.
The text was also published with commentary by Fritz Hartmann and Matthias
Krüger, Directiones ad rem medicam pertinentes, Sonderdruck aus Studia
Leibnitiana, Band VIII, Heft 1 (Wiesbaden, 1976), 40-68. Here we are citing (in
consultation with the LH III manuscript), the Vorabdruck aus Gottfried Wilhelm
Leibniz: Naturwissenschaftlich-Medizinisch-Technische Schriften, Erster Band:
1667-1676. Ed. Leibniz-Editionsstelle Berlin der Berlin-Brandenburgischen
Akademie der Wissenschaften. (Akademie Verlag: Berlin, 2007).
6
Directiones 15, 16-17. “Man soll mittel finden, immer mehr und mehr in das
innerste eines lebendigen corpers kommen zu können.”
5
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and could be easily awakened from this state.”7 Should this not be possible,
fortunately there are also animals, on which experiments can be made without
concern for their pain. “We must conduct innumerable anatomical studies on
animals, living as well as dead,” Leibniz writes, complaining also that veterinary
science has been principally based on equine diseases, since the cure of these is
of immediate economic relevance. We can learn not just about anatomy from
animals, but also about pathology and the stages of development of diseases,
since, as he writes, “we can cut them open and examine them when and how we
please.”8 Autopsy on human beings is also useful for penetrating into the body,
even if we do not have the convenience of being permitted to cut them open
while still alive, and Leibniz recommends that as many people as possible be
subjected to autopsy after death.9 Leibniz hopes that soon a flesh-eating liquid
might be discovered that will leave the veins and arteries intact, the better to
study.10 What is wanted is greater knowledge of the living human being, but the
only two paths towards it are the living animal or the dead human, and the hope
is that these two together might enable us to converge upon an adequately clear
picture of the true subject of interest.
All opportunities should be taken to study bodily excrescences such as sweat,
blood, urine, saliva, and even breath, which might, Leibniz thinks, be best
studied when reduced to a solid state (2, 25-6). One would not expect to learn
much about a philosopher’s broader concerns from his preoccupation with
vomit, yet here as elsewhere, Leibniz surprises us. Indeed, emetics are a
longstanding interest for him, from the Directiones of the early 1670s to the
1696 publication of his treatise on ipecacuanha, which we know better today as
‘syrup of ipecac’.11 Leibniz is interested not just in the pathology of vomiting,
but also in inducing vomiting experimentally in order in to see what the food is
doing in the stomach. Leibniz shares in the commonplace view that digestion,
the transformation of food into flesh, is, as Walter Charleton would put it,

7

Directiones 15, 23-4. “[M]uß man ein mittel finden dem menschen einen tieffen
schlaff zu geben, so ihm nicht schade, darinen er nichts füele, und daraus man ihn
leicht aufwecken könne”
8
Directiones 7, 3-10. “…denn wir können sie aufschneiden und examiniren wenn
und wie wir wolen.”
9
Directiones 4, 3. “Were guth daß die meisten Menschen anatomirt würden.”
10
Directiones 4, 14-15. “Man mus einen liquorem suchen, der das fleisch weg äze,
aber alles was ductus seyn hinderlaße, so konte man alles fein gnau examiniren.”
11
See the successive drafts of the De novo antidysenterico Americano in LH III iv.
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“nothing else but Generation continued,”12 to the extent that many of the same
physical processes must take place in the one case as in the other, and to the
extent that, at a metaphysical level, both involve the transformation of aggregate
matter into corporeal-substance matter. In this light, Leibniz’s call for the
experimental use of emetics may be seen in the same general light as William
Harvey’s observation of successive stages of fetal development in deer.
Leibniz also believes that the condition of the hair, presumably its texture and
color, can tell us a good deal about a person's constitution and health.
Traditional forms of reading from external signs, such as the shape of the nose,
are of course rejected, as it is only what truly emerges from within, what is
pushed out from the invisible part of the body and becomes visible, that is
diagnostically useful. Physiognomy in contrast, as traditionally practiced, lacks
any sufficient reason: “From the figure of the hair of a man all sorts of useful
conclusions may be drawn with certainty. Of the nose and other [parts] I do not
wish to say.”13 Throughout the treatise, Leibniz’s persistent aim is to know the
inner through the outer: “We must namely find, by the use of reason, the
communications of the external members with the internal viscera, so that it will
be possible to do a great deal already through external treatments.”14
Excrescences are helpful in this task, as are both opportune and forced drawings
out of what is ordinarily hidden inside, and finally as are autopsies. In ways too
complicated to present in detail here, this concern with the communication
between the external members and the internal parts was at the heart of many
questions in 17th-century medicine, physiology, and embryology: Descartes for
example believes that it is two entirely different mechanical-causal procedures
that give rise to the integument and the external organs of sense on the one hand,
and, on the other, to the internal organs.15 For others, the conviction persisted
12

Walter Charleton, Natural History of nutrition, life, and voluntary motion
(London, 1659), 2-3.
13
Directiones 8, 11-12. “Aus der figur der hahre eines menschen laßen sich außer
Zweifel allerhand nüzliche consequenzen machen. Von Nase und anderen will ich
nicht sagen.”
14
Directiones 9, 5-7. “Man mus sonderlich per ratiocinationes communicationes
externorum membrorum cum internis visceribus finden, so kan man durch
euserliche applicationen schohn ein großes thuen.”
15
See Descartes’s Primae cogitationes circa generationem animalium
(Amsterdam, 1701), 11. “Sed nunquam etiam motus cordis in foetu, & est tamen
formatrix omnuum membrorum exteriorum, unde ex laesa matris imaginatione
foetus monstrosa membra sortitur.”
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that the outer and visible aspect of the body must have its causes in the invisible
parts, and in this light Leibniz’s recommendations for new ways of studying the
connection are bold and innovative.
For a neo-hylomorphist such as Leibniz, it is not such a large step from a
concern with the inner causes of outer features and symptoms, to a concern with
the similarities – and not just analogies – between medicine as treatment of the
body, and religion as treatment of the soul. For Leibniz in the Directiones, these
two projects seem to be two sides of the same coin. He thus proposes a number
of measures for the organization of the medical profession, and repeatedly draws
a parallel between the way the clergy is organized and the way doctors should
ideally be organized. Doctors should be brought together in orders, he argues,
“[f]or those who are ordained are disinterested.”16 He argues that just as priests
are to be found on the main streets of populous cities, so too there should be
doctors who are easy to find in the same place.17 “Man muß rem medicam ad
exemplum Ecclesiasticae ordenen” (11, 21) he says unequivocally. And just as
priests do not only assign penance for sins committed, but also counsel so as to
conduct one’s life better in the future, so too doctors should not only cure
illnesses, but also help patients to lead a healthy life: “For the rules or exigencies
of Medical father confessors as well should consist not so much in prescriptions
as in regulation of the diet, just as the rules and exigencies of the spiritual father
confessor should consist more in certain prescribed useful acts, than in the
praying of a certain number of Ave Marias or Pater Nosters.”18
****
The texts presented here were selected in the aim of transmitting, within a very
limited space, a general sense of the depth and range of Leibniz’s vast medical
and physiological writings.
16

Directiones 11, 10-11. “Denn ordens personen sind dis-interessirt.”
Directiones 11, 18-19. “Eine iede hauptgaße oder quartier einer Volckreichen
Stadt, soll so wohl seine eigne Medicos haben als pfarrer.” Here it is interesting to
note the choice Leibniz makes as to which words should be capitalized, and which
not, in a German language that as yet had no explicit rules
18
Directiones 12, 10-15. “Die regeln oder satisfactionen der Medicinalischen
beichtvater sollen nicht sowohl in recepten als in reglementen des diäts bestehen
gleichwie der geistl. mehr in gewißen vorgeschriebenen nüzlichen operibus, alls
etwan in bethung gewißer anzahl avemarien, oder paternoster etc. bestehen
solten.”
17
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The first and most significant text, the Corpus hominis of the early 1680s,
reveals the extent to which Leibniz sought, at least in a certain period of his life,
to comprehend the problem of the body-machine in terms of sophisticated
physiological science. The central argument of thid text is that animal bodies, as
well as human bodies, are, as he puts it, not so much hydraulic-pneumatic
machines (as Borelli and other earlier mechanists may have imagined), but
rather pyrotechnic machines, to the extent that their functioning is maintained by
the conversion of fuel (i.e., food), into a vital heat analogous to fire. Moreover,
since the animal, qua bodily entity, is capable of seeking out its own fuel, rather
than being fed its fuel directly by some external mechanic, it may rightly be seen
as a sort of machine of perpetual motion. In this connection, Leibniz berates
other mechanists who dream in vain of a perpetual motion machine in the
stricter sense of a machine that requires no fuel at all. And even if the individual
animal will eventually cease functioning, in death, Leibniz takes up the old
Aristotelian theme according to which, through reproduction, animals
approximate to perpetuity in kind if not in number. Finally, unlike earlier
mechanists, Leibniz is convinced that in describing the manner in which these
perpetual motions go about taking in fuel and transforming it into vital heat one
is doing nothing other than accounting for the animal in terms of its final causes.
Throughout the Paris period there are a number of essays consisting in brief
remarks in French on medical topics, frequently summarizing conversations
Leibniz has had, or talk he has heard about some new medical treatise or
surgical procedure. An exemplary piece of this sort, a letter from January, 1676,
is the second text presented here. It is remarkable in that it reveals Leibniz to
hold strong, well-developed opinions in medical and anatomical matters,
frequently contradicting received views and questioning the prevailing diagnosis
of symptoms. In passing, we also gain insight into Leibniz's concrete beliefs
about internal anatomy, which in turn will eventually contribute to his emerging
views of the constitution of the body-machine.
Finally, the text on the ‘Organon gustus,’ dated by us to the late 1680s, is of
interest in that it reveals Leibniz’s ongoing preoccupation with digestion as a
sort of process by which the external world is transformed into one’s own
corporeal substance and thus – on a realist reading of Leibniz which is borne out
not just in the medical but also in many strictly philosophical texts – into
oneself. It also reveals Leibniz, again, to be constantly in search of new insight,
taking even his own eating habits as a chance to make new discoveries.
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In connection with this last point, we note in conclusion the great challenge one
encounters in reconstructing Leibniz’s medicine, physiology, and philosophy
thereof. Passing comments about indigestion, or about the danger of drinking
too much lemonade, can often reveal interesting insights into deeper ideas about
the nature of health, the integrity of the body, and so on. But in order to tease
these out one must approach Leibniz with a patience for the quotidian that need
not be cultivated by a student of, say, his dynamics. Though we can only begin
to show this here, what gradually becomes clear through all of Leibniz’s
scattered comments, along with the handful of straightforward treatises on
relevant subjects, is that Leibniz is not simply interested in medical and
physiological topics to the extent that he is interested in everything. Rather,
medical and physiological questions are for him not just related to, but directly
(though of course not exclusively) constitutive of, his metaphysical inquiry into
the nature of substance and of the individual; his natural-philosophical inquiry
into the nature of organized matter and the causes of motion; and even of his
ethical concern with the good and pious life. Leibniz is by no means alone in
this regard among his contemporaries. As Vincent Aucante has recently shown
in his La philosophie médicale de Descartes,19 it is not just that Descartes had a
medical philosophy, but much more strongly that his philosophy as a whole was
itself medical: that is, that his engagement with the familiar, central problems of
philosophy cannot be entirely understood if we do not pay attention to his
interest in medicine and physiology. As a whole, the writings in LH III clearly
show Leibniz’s overall philosophical project to be very similar to Descartes’s in
this regard.
Justin E. H. Smith
Concordia University
Department of Philosophy
1455 Blvd. de Maisonneuve, Ouest
Montréal, Québec H3G 1M8 CANADA
justismi@alcor.concordia.ca
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Vincent Aucante, La philosophie médicale de Descartes (Paris: Presses
Universitaires de France, 2006).
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‘Corpus hominis et uniuscujusque animalis Machina est quaedam’
LH III, 1, 2, 1-2; 1 folded folio page, 4 columns. Previously published in a
critical edition in Pasini 1996, and in Mahrenholz 1987 (text only, plus German
translation. Date:1680-83 (watermark conclusively dated by Potsdam catalog to
1680; some terminology suggests a later date of composition).
MACHINAE DESCRIPTIO COMMODISSIME A FINALI CAUSA INCHOATUR.
Corpus hominis, quemadmodum et uniuscujusque animalis, Machina est
quaedam. Machina autem omnis a finali causa optime definitur, ut in
explicatione partium deinde appareat quomodo ad usum destinatum singulæ
coordinentur. Ita horologium quoddam descripturus dicet Machinam esse ad
aequales temporis divisiones significandas factam, itaque opus esse indicis
cujusdam aequabili motu <aliquan[tum] diutino, et ad hunc requiri porro> tum
vim motricem qualis est a pondere vel elastro; tum moram ne vis subito decurrat
(quod rotis pariter et obstaculo reciprocante consequi licet;) tam denique
regulam aequabilitatis, quæ imprimis a choclea elastri, aut ab oscillationibus
cujusdam corporis sive gravis sive elastici, aut <etiam a> periodo quadam alibi a
nobis explicata obtinetur.
SCOPUS NATURAE IN PRODUCENDIS ANIMALIBUS FUISSE VIDETUR , MACHINA
MOTUS PERPETUI CERTA SUI SPECIE IN UNIVERSO QUOAD LICET CONSERVANDI.
Quanquam autem de finibus rerum consilioque naturae ante eventum judicare
difficile sit; post rem peractam tamen de iis quae facere voluit, judicari potest ex
illis quae fecit.
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THE HUMAN BODY IS A SORT OF MACHINE (1680-83(?))
THE DESCRIPTION OF A MACHINE IS BEST APPROACHED THROUGH ITS FINAL
CAUSE.
The human body, like the body of any animal, is a sort of machine. Any
machine moreover is best defined in terms of its final cause, so that in the
description of the parts it is therefore apparent in what way each of them is
coordinated with the others for the intended use. Thus one who is to describe a
given clock will say that it is a Machine made to display equal divisions of time,
and therefore the function of a clock-hand lies in its uniform motion for some
period of time; and, further, he will say that for this motion a motive force is
required, which arises from weight or from elastrum;1 further, he will say that an
impediment is required in order that the force should not be exercised suddenly
(which may arise equally in the wheels as in the obstacle that moves back and
forth); to such an extent, finally, he will say that a rule of uniformity is required,
which is obtained in the first place from the elastic coil, or from the oscillations
of some body, either heavy or elastic, or even from a certain period we have
described elsewhere.2
THE AIM OF NATURE IN THE ANIMALS IT PRODUCES CAN BE CONSIDERED TO BE
THAT OF CONSERVING, AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE, AND WITH RESPECT TO ITS
PARTICULAR SPECIES, A MACHINE OF PERPETUAL MOTION IN THE UNIVERSE
Though it be difficult moreover to determine the ends of things and the purpose
of nature before the event, after something has been carried through to the end it
is possible to determine what nature wished to do from what it did do.
1

In the Specimen Inventorum of 1688(?) Leibniz describes the Elastrum as
“causam impulsus corporis a corpore esse ipsum corporis Elastrum, quo ab alio
resilit” (VI iv, 1620). The Greek terms   and   , for which no
equivalent had existed in Latin, were introduced by Jean Pecquet in 1654 in
connection with his research on the atmosphere. They were then taken up by
Boyle who in 1660 writes of the “   or elastical power of the air” (Boyle,
New Experiments Physico-Mechanicall, Touching the Spring of the Air, and its
Effects (London, 1660), I, Exp. 1. See Pasini 1996, 123.
2
See “Extrait d’une lettre de M. Leibniz à l’auteur du Journal touchant le principe
de justesse des horloges portatives de son invention,” Journal des Sçavans (1675);
repr. in Dutens III 135-37.
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Quare si totum hoc, quod admirabili Animalium artificio quantum licuit,
consecuta est, in unam summam redigere velimus, notionemque satis simplicem
constituere, caeteras omnes consequentiis complexam, dicemus: Corpora
Animalium esse Machinas perpetui motus, sive ut clarius dicam ad certam
quandam ac singularem motus perpetui organici speciem semper in orbe
conservandam comparatas. <Ita quamdiu erunt araneae erunt machinae textrices
quamdiu apes mellificatrices, quamdiu sciuri, saltatrices. Scopus ergo naturae
cum producit animal est machina motus perpetui quemadmodum contra scopus
mechanicorum motum perpetuum irrito labore quaerentium est habere quoddam
quasi animal quod alere necesse non sit.> <Haec autem nostra> definitio
animalis licet aenigmati similis videatur <si enim quaeratur quae sit Machina
motus perpetui non statim quivis divinabit intelligi Animal; non ideo tamen
repudianda est, idem enim> saepe in illis contingit <definitionibus>, quae non
sunt nominales sed reales sive causales, quoties nimirum a causis non statim
obviis petuntur; quomodo autem ex hac una notione protinus compositio
animalis universa derivetur <(nam plantae quidem licet speciem suam
conservent motu tamen notabili carent machinaeque speciem non habent) hoc
quidem> ita patebit.
AD MOTUM HUNC PERPETUUM OPUS FUIT UT VIRES ANIMAL CONSERVARE, AD EA
QUAE IN HUNC USUM CONVENIRENT FERRI, CONTRARIAQUE EVITARE; QUAE TALIA
SINT DIJUDICARE, DENIQUE SPECIEM PROPAGARE POSSET
In Omni Machina opus est tum structura partium <apta>, tum etiam vi motrice.
Et cum partes non extraneis tantum, sed etiam sibi invicem occurrant, quod
frictio appellatur, requiritur earum durabilitas aliqua, quae tum ipsarum
firmitate, tum etiam frequenti reparatione obtinetur. Vis autem motrix, cum
semper finita sit, neque enim possibilis est motus perpetuus pure Mechanicus,
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Wherefore if we wish to bring together into one whole everything that nature
aimed at insofar as is permitted to the admirable artifice of Animals, and to
establish a sufficiently simple concept, which contains all the rest by means of
consequences, we should say: the Bodies of Animals are Machines of perpetual
motion, or, to put it more clearly, they are machines comparable to a certain
fixed and singular species of perpetual organic motion that is always maintained
in the world. Thus for as long as there are spiders there will be weaving
machines, for as long as there are bees there will be honey-producing machines,
and for as long as there are squirrels there will be dancing machines.3 Thus the
aim of nature when it produces an animal is a perpetual-motion machine, as
against the aim of the mechanists, who are seeking after perpetual motion by a
useless labor, in order to obtain something like an animal that it is not necessary
to feed. On the other hand, this our definition of the animal may appear to
resemble an enigma. Indeed, if it be asked, what is a machine of perpetual
motion?, not everyone will at once guess that the Animal is what is had in mind.
It is nevertheless not for this reason to be rejected; often indeed this very thing
happens in these definitions – which are not nominal but real or causal –
whenever they are, evidently, sought from causes not immediately forthcoming.
It is thus apparent in what way, moreover, from this singular notion the entire
composition of the animal follows straightaway (it is on the other hand granted
that plants conserve their species while nevertheless lacking any notable motion,
and machines do not have a species).
FOR THIS PERPETUAL MOTION IT IS NECESSARY THAT THE ANIMAL CONSERVE ITS
FORCES; THAT IT BE BROUGHT TO THOSE THINGS THAT ARE FITTING TO THIS END,
AND THAT IT AVOID THEIR CONTRARIES; THAT IT BE SO CONSTITUTED AS TO
JUDGE OF THE DIFFERENCE; AND FINALLY THAT IT BE ABLE TO PROPAGATE ITS
SPECIES
In any Machine not only is a proper structuring of the parts needed, but also a
motive force. And as the parts do not so much come into contact with external
ones, but rather with one another reciprocally – which is called ‘friction’ – a
certain durability is required of them, which is obtained now through their
firmness, now indeed through their frequent renewal. Neither indeed, since the
motive force be always finite, is a purely Mechanical perpetual motion possible,
3

We have consulted scholars of baroque dance in the aim of establishing in what
sense the motion of squirrels in particular might have been thought in the 17thcentury to resemble dancing. All suggestions so far remain speculative.
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hinc ad continuationem machinae desideratur etiam restitutio potentiae motricis
extranea. Hanc porro durabilitatem actionis ut in suis machinis obtineant
homines, addunt illis <machinam quasi-perpetuam jam a natura factam>
hominem scilicet gubernatorem, qui fracta aut detrita in tempore reparet qui
<vim externam accommodet agentia patientibus applicet,> sive etiam ipse
pondus aut Elastrum attrahat, aliisque modis potentiam Machinae conservet.
Natura autem fecit, ut Machina sua haec ipsa per se posset, hoc est tum ut
nutriretur, quo partes detritae viresque repararentur, tum etiam ut moveretur ipsa
ad nutrimenta <aliave functionum adjumenta> paranda, <atque impedimenta>
vitanda; tum denique ut ab internis externisve admoneretur, et ad hunc motum
cum opus esset solicitaretur. Cum vero multa externa incidere possint, quae a
tali Machina vitari omnia <sine singulari providentiæ superioris cura>
impossibile est, ideo ut aeternitati natura consuleret, <et quando invididuum non
commode poterat, saltem> speciem Machinae ac motus huius machinalis quam
maxime conservaret, modum invenit, quo Machinae huiusmodi alias sibi similes
producere possent; atque ita a fine naturae, <statim> trium functionum, nempe
vitalium, animalium, et genitalium originem habemus.
PRIMUS MOTOR IN HAC MACHINA EST ALIQUID FLAMMAE AUT SOLI SIVE FIXO
SIDERI ANALOGUM, À QUO EBULLITIO, QUAE SESE ALIT
Fingamus jam docendi causa, res in nostra potestate esse, nobisque id negotii
datum, ut Promethei arte Machinam animalem fabricemus, facile quidem
perspiciemus, primi motoris officium in machina nulli rei <nobis exploratæ>
aptius credi quam <quae sit similis> flammae, in hac enim semel accensa tamdiu
motus durat, quamdiu nutrimentum moderatum, aerisque ventilatio non deficit,
præsertim cum aërem pariter ac nutrimentum magna satis vi attrahere possit,
quod de alimento lampas Cardani,
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hence for the continuation of the machine an external restitution of the power of
motion is needed. Further, in order that men should obtain this durability of
action in their machines, they now add to them a quasi-perpetual machine that is
made by nature, which is of course man himself, the pilot, who repairs what is
weakened or broken down in time, who applies an external force, bringing
agents together with patients, or indeed attracts the weight or Elastrum itself, or
in some other way conserves the power of the Machine. Nature moreover brings
it about that her Machine is able to do this very thing on its own, that is, that it
be able now to be nourished, whereby worn-down parts and forces are renewed,
now to be itself moved towards the nutriments that are to be obtained and
towards other means of sustaining its functions, as well as [away from]
impediments that are to be avoided; now, finally, that it be warned by internal
and external things, and that it be prompted toward the fitting motion. As, to be
sure, many external things may arise, all of which it is impossible for such a
Machine to avoid without the singular care of a superior providence, for that
reason in order that nature look after eternity – and since it is not able easily to
conserve the individual, at least it conserves the species of the Machine and of
its mechanical motion to the extent possible – it contrives a way in which
Machines are able to produce others of a nature similar to themselves; and
therefore through nature’s end, we have at once the origin of three functions, to
wit, vital, animal, and genital.4
THE FIRST MOVER IN THIS MACHINE IS SOMETHING ANALOGOUS TO A FLAME OR
TO THE SUN OR A FIXED STAR, FROM WHICH THERE ARISES AN EBULLITION WHICH
FEEDS ITSELF

With a view to what is to be taught, we now imagine the thing to be within our
power, and that it is up to us to construct, by the art of Prometheus, an animal
machine, we will indeed easily observe, the function of the first mover in the
machine is entrusted to nothing explored by us more suitably than [to] what is
similar to a flame, in which once it is kindled, for as long as motion endures
moderate nutrition and ventilation with air will not be lacking, especially since
with sufficiently great force the flame is able to attract air equally as well as
nutriment; which is shown as concerns nutrition by Cardano’s lamps,5 and as

4

It is a well-known theme from Aristotle’s biology that sexual reproduction
amounts to a sort of approximation of eternity in kind, if not in number. See
Aristotle, De Generatione animalium, II 1 731b 33-36.
5
See Girolamo Cardano, De subtilitate, in Opera omnia (Lyon, 1663), III, 359-60.
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de aëre registra fornacum ostendunt. Utemur igitur sive flamma, sive alia re
quacunque analogiam cum flamma hactenus saltem <habente> ut ebullitionem
in fluido excitet, attractaque nova materia semper alat. Quale quiddam sidera
etiam fixa sive soles in Mundo facere constat: neque tamen lux, imo ne calor
quidem, sed duraturae tantum pugnae materia desideratur; quam sine novae
materiae affluxu obtinere non licet; nam quem quidam chymici perennem
motum promittunt in vitro cui liquorem quendam fortissimum, una cum materia
rodenda, inclusere; eum finita tandem reactione mature satis cessare necesse est.
HOC EXPERIENTIA ANIMALIUM CONFIRMAT DE PYROPO, MOTU CORDIS ET
SANGUINIS, RESPIRATIONE
Esse autem <in animalibus> simile quiddam <flammae, vel si placet, Soli sive
sideri fixo,> experientia pariter atque consensu autorum constat et sanè ut
taceam pyropum quendam sive lucem corpoream <prope perpetuam> ex liquore
humani corporis paratam <nupero invento quae motu in violentissimum ignem
erumpit>; sane in plerisque <animalibus> magnum calorem occurrere,
praesertim circa cor sensibus ipsis manifestum est; <quanquam ebullitiones
etiam frigidas dari constet, nobis autem sufficit ebullitio qualiscunque>
circulatur etiam <per vasa corporis> liquor aliquis quem sanguinem vocant, qui
tanta vi ebullit, ut capacitatem cordis vehementer dilatet, quo fit ut cor etiam
defervescente nonnihil impetu dilatantis, sese, ut solent elastica facere, eadem
pene vi qua dilatatum est, tono sui parenchymatis, (musculosum enim atque
fibrosum est) iterum contrahat, sanguinemque rursus, alia tamen, ob valvulam
regressum impedientem,
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concerns air by the registers of furnaces. 6 We will make use therefore either of a
flame, or of any other thing bearing an analogy to a flame to this extent at least,
that it arouses a boiling in fluid, and always feeds upon the new matter that is
attracted. It is evident furthermore what sort of thing the fixed Stars or the Sun
bring about in the World: and what is needed is not light, nor even any heat, but
only the matter for an enduring battle, which cannot obtain without the influx of
new matter. For certain Chemists promise perennial motion in vitro, to which
they include a certain most strong liquor together with a matter to be devoured;
it is nevertheless necessary that, once the reaction is completed, it be exhausted
in due time.
EXPERIMENT ON ANIMALS CONFIRMS THIS WITH RESPECT TO PYROPUS, THE
MOTION OF THE HEART AND OF THE BLOOD , RESPIRATION
By experiment, as well equally as by the agreement of authors, it is evident that
there is, moreover, something in animals similar to a flame, or, if you please, to
the Sun or to a fixed Star, and of course not to mention a certain newly
discovered pyropus or nearly perpetual corporeal light furnished from the liquor
of the human body, which through motion brings about a most violent fire; of
course it is manifest to the senses themselves that in many animals there occurs
a great heat, at least around the heart, although it be well known that cold
ebullitions are produced, for us any ebullition will suffice. There circulates
through the vessels of the body moreover a certain liquor that is called ‘blood’,
which boils with so much force as to expand exceedingly the capacity of the
heart, which brings it about furthermore that the heart, not without a cooling
impetus towards dilating, as elastica are accustomed to bringing about, again
contracts itself by nearly the same force by which the heart was dilated through
the tonus of its parenchyma7 (for the heart is muscular and fibrous),8 and in turn
expels the blood, by another route nevertheless, since the valvule is blocking
6

The registers of furnaces are holes or notches in the wall of the furnace that
enable one to place whatever is to be heated at various distances from the fire.
7
In animals, the parenchyma (pl. parenchymata) is the tissue characteristic of a
functioning organ, as contrasted with any connective or supporting tissue; that is,
parenchymata are any elements of an organ essential to its functioning, in contrast
with the stroma or framework of supporting tissue.
8
Bartholin in contrast cites Galen’s authority to affirm that the heart is not a
muscle: “Galenus recte negavit cor esse musculum, 1. Quia omnis generis fibras
habet. 2. Quia musculus est motus voluntarii instrumentum” (Anatomia
Reformata, II vi, 238-39).
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quam qua venit, via, expellat. Quo motu etiam ebullitionem novam juvari
credibile est, quemadmodum videmus agitata atque in loco calido posita
potentius effervescere. Et licet effervescentiae sedes in corde esset, toti tamen
corpori per vasa sanguinea facile communicaretur; quemadmodum experimur
ingens vini dolium pauco igne calefieri, si ignis exiguo vasi cupreo cum dolio
per tubum communicanti, supponatur. Quoniam autem in omni ebullitione nimia
fit dilatatio, non tantum expelli halitum, sed et rursus intrudi necesse est <unde
oritur respiratio>, in omnibus enim nimium efficientibus est aliqua restitutionum
reciprocatio qualem in pendulis oscillantibus aut chordis trementibus notamus.
Et simile quiddam respirationi exhibent furnaces ventaneae, aliquando ita
temperatae ut alternis nunc aërem attrahant nunc fumum per idem foramen
expellant.
CONSENSUS SCRIPTORUM ET QUOMODO IN PLERISQUE REBUS FIAT EBULLITIO
Habemus et consensum autorum: plerique enim Calidum in corpore animalis
statuunt, quod humido alatur; nonnulli flammulam cordis adhibent; alii ignem
non lucentem, <quidam nescio quid analogum elementis stellarum, quale quid
revera omnis est flamma,> quidam fermentationem, nonnulli displosiunculas
innumerabiles ad pulveris pyrii instar: nos quod in his omnibus reperitur
ebullitionem moderatam et durabilem, quae <a> materia circulata magisque ac
magis rarefacta, et paulatim etiam instaurata, alatur. In omnibus enim
corporibus liquidis, ubi heterogenea, densitatis gradu diversa et dilatabilia aut
condensabilia varie permixta et vinculis conclusa <continentur>, fit ebullitio,
cum ita liberantur, ut in se invicem agere possint[,] <de quo pluribus in
Hypothesi diximus: quod adeo verum est, ut ipsa vitra et metalla etiam fusa et in
statum liquiditatis reducta aliquando valde ebulliant>; <ebullitio autem> tum
maximè durat et alitur <cum non ab initio *ubique* aequ*abilis* est,> sed
primis consumtis vicina paulatim
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the return along the route by which it entered. For which reason, moreover, it is
plausible that by motion a new ebullition is prompted, just as we see things that
are agitated or placed in a hot place boiling more forcefully. And while it is
granted that the seat of effervescence is in the heart, it nonetheless is easily
communicated to the whole body by the blood vessels, just as [when] we
attempt to heat an enormous cask of wine with a small fire, if the fire be applied
through a small copper utensil, connected with the vessel through a tube. Seeing
moreover that in any ebullition there is an excessive dilatation, the vapor is
nevertheless not expelled, but rather it is necessary that it in turn be pushed
along, whence arises respiration, indeed in all exceedingly great efficient
[causes] there is a certain reciprocation of restitutions such as we note in
oscillating pendula, or in vibrating chords. And ventilated furnaces exhibit a
certain parallel to respiration, whenever they are thus tempered so that by turns
they now attract air, and now expel smoke through the same aperture.
THE AGREEMENT OF AUTHORS; AND IN WHAT WAY EBULLITION MAY HAPPEN IN
SEVERAL THINGS

We also have the agreement of the authorities: many indeed think that it is the
Hot in the body that is fed by the humid; some appeal to the little flame in the
heart, others to the fire without light,9 a certain I-know-not-what analogous to
the elements of the stars, as much as [to say] that in reality everything is a flame;
some say it is a certain fermentation, some that it is innumerable little explosions
comparable to gunpowder: we think that in all of these a moderate and enduring
boiling obtains, which is fed by a circulating matter that grows more and more
rarefied and is also restored little by little. Indeed, in all liquid bodies – where
there are contained heterogeneous bodies, diverse with respect to degree of
density, dilatable, variously mixed with condensable bodies, and contained by
bonds – there is ebullition, as they are thus liberated so that they may act upon
one another; of this we have said much in our Hypothesis.10 This is indeed true,
so that even glasses, and indeed fused metals and metals reduced to a liquid
state, should themselves at length boil intensely; but ebullition endures the
longest when from the beginning it is not everywhere equal, but rather, with the
first parts having been consumed, the neighboring parts are little by little
9

See Descartes, AT VI 46, 7-8.
With Pasini 1996, we note that in the Hypothesis physica nova of 1671 (A VI ii
240-41), Leibniz makes no mention of the ebullition of non-homogeneous fluids.
This topic is first treated in the Propositiones quaedam physicae of 1672 (A VI iii
48-49).
10
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ad ebullitionis sedem alliciuntur <aut circulatione facta paulatim omnia focum
subeuntia *subduntur*>, quale quid in flamma fieri videmus, et in corpore
animalis agnoscimus. Animal ergo esse machinam non tantum HydraulicoPneumaticam, sed et quodammodo Pyrotechnicam merito dicemus.
MOTUS ANIMALIS DE LOCO IN LOCUM, CUIUS GRATIA CARO ET OSSA
Sed non sufficit <ad perpetuitatem> Liquorem haberi qui ebullitionem
aliquamdiu alat; nam quantacunque sit lucernae capacitas, quae utique mediocris
esse debet, oleum mox consumetur: lucerna igitur desideratur ad Machinam
nostram, quae oleum ipsa sibi <quaerat atque> affundat; aut etiam si nullum
reperiat jam paratum, sciat hoc parare ex olivis undecunque conquisitis, revera
enim animal talis machina est. Cum ergo Machina <tota loco> moveri debeat,
opus est ut liquidum <firmo> seu vasi includatur, deinde <opus est> ut liquor
movere possit ipsum vas in quo continetur, cum enim aliquando ebullitione vasa
clausa rumpantur quidni intumescant; intumescendo autem aliquid trahere
poterunt; ita parte quiescente <ac renitente>, alia pars promovebitur; quod si fiat
alternis, progressio orietur; <necesse est autem vim ebullitionis praevalere
ponderi corporis> potest etiam parte in aliquod resistens impulsa totum repelli,
ut in saltu natatu volatuque contingit. Hinc mollibus firma intertexi consultum
est, et firma ipsa variis articulis ad varios motus aptari. Haec ossa vocantur in
animalibus, mollia autem partim liquorem ebullientem vehunt, instaurant,
expurgant, partim halitum subtilissimum inde enatum excipiunt, ejusque motu
intumescunt, unde caro quae vasis <et cribris separatoriis> partim liquorum,
partim halituum sive spirituum contexitur.
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attracted to the seat of the ebullition, or by the circulation that is brought about
all of the parts are subject to enter into the fire little by little, such as we see
happening in a flame, and as remains hidden from us in the body of an animal.
We will thus rightly assert that an animal is not only a Hydraulico-Pneumatic
machine, but also in a certain respect a Pyrotechnic one.11
MOVEMENT OF THE ANIMAL FROM ONE PLACE TO ANOTHER; THANKS TO WHICH
BONES AND FLESH

Yet to obtain perpetuity it does not suffice to have a Liquor on which the
ebullition feeds for some time, for however great is the capacity of the lamp,
which at any rate must be fairly small, the oil will soon be consumed: a lamp is
therefore required for our Machine, which will seek out for itself and pour its
own oil; or indeed, if it now lights upon no ready oil, it will know how to obtain
this from olives that it gathers;12 in reality, an animal is indeed such a machine.
As therefore the entire Machine must be moved with respect to place, it is
necessary that the liquid be included within the firm part or the vessel, and from
there it is necessary that the liquor be able to move the vessel itself in which it is
contained, as indeed at length the enclosed vessels are ruptured by ebullition if
they do not swell up. They are able moreover to extract something from the
swelling; thus with one part inactive and restrained, another part will be moved
forward, whence if done by alternations a progression arises. It is however
necessary that the force of ebullition be superior to the weight of the body; the
whole can indeed be thrust forth by a part that has been pushed into something
that offers resistance, as comes to pass in leaping, swimming, and flying.
Whence it is fitting that the hard parts be interwoven with the soft ones, and that
the hard ones themselves be disposed to various motions through their various
joints. These hard parts are called bones in animals, while the soft parts both
convey, renew, and purify the boiling liquor, as well as removing that most
subtle vapor that arises therefrom and by whose motion they swell, whence the
flesh that is composed by the vessels and separating sieves of both the liquors as
well as of the vapors or spirits.

11

This last sentence is one of the hardes in the manuscript to decipher, and likely
for that reason Mahrenholtz 1990 misreads it as claiming that for Leibniz an
animal is a hydraulico-pneumatic machine (353).
12
That is, if it does not find a ready food source, it will at least know how to
prepare its food.
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QUOMODO ANIMAL AB EXTERNIS INTERNISVE
SOLICITETUR, ET DE SENSUUM ORGANIS

OBJECTIS

AD

AGENDUM

Cum autem vasa spirituum nervi scilicet et membranae <et musculi
adhaerentes> varie sibi incumbant, ideo, ipsa spirituum inflantium <a motu
atque ebullitione sanguinis emissorum atque impulsorum>, vi, ita
<dis>tenduntur, ut tandem omnia constituantur in aequilibrio, nec vel hi magis
inflari, vel illa proxime contingentes magis comprimi possint; quemadmodum
etiam fieret si plurimae vesicae in uno loco clauso sibi confuse incumbentes ab
unius follis flatu <per tubulos flexiles (illis similes, quibus nunc alicubi ad
aquam incendiorum tempore ejaculandam utuntur), accepto, simul>
intumescerent seque mutuo urgerent. Cum vero ab externa vel interna causa
aliqua facta est inæqualitas, quod fit cum sensus animalis solicitantur tunc tota
vis flatus nititur vel ad restitutionem vel <cum id non potest, brevissimam>
compensationem, quæ cum saepe ob structuram aut præsentem situm partium
sine magna commutatione obtineri non possit hinc aliquando ab exigua causa
magnus oritur in animali motus; quoniam causa motus semper ad agendum
praesto est; <tantumque expectat liberantem, qualis est> is qui epistomium
aperit et aquis exitum facit <qui arcum tensum dimittit> aut qui scintillam
pulveri pyrio injicit vim non facit, sed impedimentum tollit.
DE IPSO MODO SENSUS ET A PPETITUS, UNIONISQUE INTER
ET QUOMODO ANIMA SIT TOTA IN QUALIBET PARTE

A NIMAM ET CORPUM

Patet etiam quomodo vis animalis sit tota in toto et tota in qualibet parte, quod
quam hactenus visum est obscurum, tam nunc considerata <rite explicatione>
nostra facile reperietur. Pone enim vesiculas supra dictas inflari uno folle, tunc
omnibus semel in aequilibrio constitutis ut amplius altera alteri cedere non
possit[;] quaelibet vesicula totam accipiet vim flatus, ac, si vel unius particulae
membranæ tenacitatem habeat tota vi flatus minorem, illa <a> tota flatus vi
<incumbente> rumpetur; et qui vel unam vesicam comprimere volet, totam vim,
quae follem dilatat, sibi reniti experietur.
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HOW THE ANIMAL MAY BE INCITED TO ACTING BY EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL
OBJECTS; AND OF THE ORGANS OF THE SENSES
As moreover the vessels of the spirits, and of course the nerves and membranes
and the adhering muscles, variously press upon one another through the force of
the spirits that inflate the vessels and are sent out and moved by the boiling of
the blood, at length everything is arranged in equilibrium; neither are they able
to grow more inflated, nor are they able to be pressed more [by] those most
closely bordering them, which should come to pass moreover when several
vesicles [are] confusedly pressing upon one another in a single closed space,
from a single blow of a bellows through flexible tubes (similar to those that are
now occasionally used for the water that is sprayed during fires). I [thus]
comprehend that they simultaneously swell up and mutually press upon one
another. When to be sure a certain inequality has arisen from an external or an
internal cause, which happens when an animal’s senses are aroused, thereupon
the entire force of the breath pushes either towards a restitution or, when it can
not do this, towards an offsetting of very short duration, which, since often, on
account of the structure or the present location of the parts, cannot be obtained
without tremendous upheaval. Hence at length there arises from a small cause a
great motion in the animal, since the cause of motion is always at hand to the
thing to be moved, and awaits release, just as is the case when someone opens a
faucet and enables the water’s exit, or releases a tense bow, or lights gunpowder:
he does not in fact apply a force, but rather takes away an impediment.
IN THIS WAY [ARISE] SENSE AND APPETITE, AND THE UNION BETWEEN THE SOUL
AND THE BODY; AND IN WHAT WAY THE SOUL IS ENTIRELY IN EVERY PART
It is well known furthermore in what way an animal’s force is entirely in the
whole and entirely in any given part, which however obscure it appeared
hitherto, nevertheless now, with our explanation duly considered, is easily
discovered. Take for instance the vesicles inflated by a bellows, described
above; thereafter, once all are arranged in equilibrium, so that one be not able to
yield more to the other, any given vesicle will receive all of the force of the
blowing, and indeed if it has less tenacity in one small part of the membrane
than the total force of the blowing, this vesicle will rupture from the total force
of the blowing that is applied. And whoever indeed wishes to compress one
vesicle will experience all of the force that had dilated the bellows offering
resistance to him. Since moreover we will at length demonstrate [that] force is
one thing, motion quite another, and motion indeed inheres in an extended mass,
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Quoniam autem aliquando demonstrabimus, aliud longe esse vim, aliud motum,
et motum quidem inesse moli extensae, vim autem <motricem> inesse alteri
cuidam subjecto, quod in corporibus promiscuis formam substantialem, in
viventibus Animam vocant, <in Homine Mentem> inde sensus quoque atque
appetitus in Animalibus origo, unioque animae et corporis, et motus quo vel in
corpus agit Anima, vel a corpore patitur, poterit explicari, inexpectata claritate.
Quid autem menti humanae datum sit ex quo sequatur immortalitas cum
memoria conjuncta (quam enim hactenus probare quidam suscepere
<immortalitatem sine reminiscentia ea> nihil habet magnopere expetendum) alio
loco dicemus.
————
UNATTACHED MARGINALIA , PG. 1:
Quia nimis difficile nobis efficientem causam, seu modum generandi explicare,
possumus saepe uti finali; nam nihil est sine aliquo effectu. Et hic effectus est
finis causæ. Non opus consilio particulari naturae[,] sufficit alioqui eam non
fuisse exitum habituram, et ex infinitis irritis tentamentis solas bonas
combinationes successisse; autore totius naturæ omnia ad perfectionem
dirigente.
UNATTACHED MARGINALIA , PG. 3:
(v. Bartholini Anatom. lib. 2. c. 6. p. 383. ubi hinc probat introduci opus esse
facultate pulsifica, quae nulla alia quam vis elastica[.)]
Unde ratio redditur phaenomeni Anatomicos turbantis, cur aequabilis satis
pulsus sit, etsi inaequabilis influxus sanguinis, quia nimirum <corpora> elastica
quacunque celeritate vel tarditate pressa, eadem tamen semper celeritate se
restituunt, quamdiu suum tonum servant, unde etiam isochronismus
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while motive force inheres in a certain other subject, which is called in common
bodies the substantial form, in living bodies the Soul, in Man the Mind, whence
in animals the origin of sense as well as appetite, and the union of the soul and
the body, and the way in which either the Soul acts in the body, or is acted upon
by the body, will be able to be explained with unexpected clarity. What has
been bestowed to the human Mind, from which there follows an immortality
conjoined with memory (as indeed whoever [agrees] to accept immortality
without reminiscence has nothing much to look forward to) we will discuss in
another place.
————
UNATTACHED MARGINALIA ON MANUSCRIPT PAGE 1:
Since it is exceedingly difficult for us to explain the efficient cause or the mode
of generation, we are oft times able to make use of the final cause, for nothing is
without a certain effect. And this effect is the end of the cause. Nature need not
make particular decisions, it suffices in any case that it not consider the
outcome, and that from infinite vain attempts only the good combinations should
follow, with the author of all of nature guiding everything to perfection.
UNATTACHED MARGINALIA ON MANUSCRIPT PAGE 3:
(see Bartholin’s Anatomia, Book 2, Ch. 6, p. 383,13 where he undertakes to show
that it is the pulsific faculty at work here, which [is] nothing other than the
elastic force.)
Whence the reason of the phenomenon that confuses the Anatomists is rendered,
[namely], why the pulse is fairly equal although the influx of blood be unequal,
since evidently any given elastic bodies upon which pressure is exerted so that
they move swiftly or slowly, nevertheless always restore the same speed,
inasmuch as their tone permits them, whence indeed the isochronism of

13

Reference is to the third edition of the Anatomia reformata of the Danish
anatomist Thomas Bartholin (1616-1680), published in several editions
beginning in 1651. See Anatome, ex Caspari Bartolini parentis Institutionibus…
quartum renovata (Louvain, 1673).
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vibrationum, *sonique* qualitas in chordis alibi a nobis deducta. Quo tono
laxato, ut *ob* debilitatam in febribus naturam potest pulsus esse debilior etsi
sanguinis influxus vehementer factus sit; quare pulsifica facultas cordis quam
Anatomici etiam egregii hinc *etiam* hodie defendunt (vide Bartholin. Anat.
reform. lib. 2. cap. 6. pag. 383), nulla alia quam elastica est.[)]
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vibrations, and the quality of sound has elsewhere been described by us. For
which reason with a relaxed tone, so that on account of [one’s] debilitated
condition during fevers the pulse can be weaker although the influx of blood is
made faster, wherefore the pulsific faculty of the heart, which indeed nowadays
distinguished Anatomists nevertheless defend (see Bartholin, Anatomia
reformata, Book 2, Ch. 6, p. 383),14 is nothing other than the elastic force.

14

Here Bartholin devotes a section of the chapter, “De corde in genere,” to the
question, “an facultas pulsifica admittenda?” In his lengthy answer, he notes
that “[f]acultas pulsifica cordi insita ad motum ejusdem cum sanguine
necessario est conjugenda, sive ut sanguinis in fluxum & exitum juvet
dirigatque, inordinate alioquin procedentem, sicut ego explico: sive ut per se
producat motum, ex sententia antiquoru, qui conservari non potest, si sanguinis
perpetuus fluxus inhibeatur.” (Anatomia Reformata, II vi, 255). Leibniz
disagrees with Bartholin to the extent that he seems to see the pulse as
explicable entirely in the same terms as other instances of elasticity.
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NOTE ON GOUT AND ‘THE VAPORS’
LH III, 5, 56; 1 page. Date: 25 January, 1676
25 janvier, 1676
Estant venu <un matin> chez Mons. l'Abbé de Gravel, pour aller avec luy à S.
Germain, il me dit qu'il venoit de faire une operation de chirurgie sur luy même,
contre la goutte, par precaution. Je luy demanda ce que c'estoit. Il me dit que
son frere avoit appris en Allemagne, que lorsqu'on commence d'estre attaqué de
la goutte, ou qu'on l'apprehende, il faut toutes les nouvelles lunes, le plus près du
veritable temps de la nouvelle [lune], qu'on peut[,] faire des incisions ou
scarifications sur le pouce du pied ou on commence a ressentir ou apprehender
le mal, au dessus. Son frere commenca a en avoir deux acces icy, il y a quelques
temps; il s'en servit; le mal ne revient plus. Luy y a deja ressenti quelques fois
des douleurs de goutte bien plus violents encor que son frere la dessus. il s'est
servi de [c]e même remede, et le mal n'est plus revenu depuis. Il n'y a rien de si
raisonnable. Car c'est la plus basse, et la derniere partie du corps, ou les
humeurs les plus grossiers et les plus gluants ou Tartareux se rendent peu à peu,
et enfin s'en durcissent; ou enflent au moins la partie. C'est pourquoy il faut leur
donner vent; cela sert à y remuer le sang, et à luy donner de l'air. Il faut apres
l'incision appliquer la ventouse. La mode <des ventouses> des Allemands, avec
les petites pointes qu'ils donnent, est bien plus commode; pour moy[,] je me
souviens d'avoir entendu la même chose en Allemagne, comme un remede
asseuré contre la goutte, quand elle seroit même confirmée.
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NOTE ON GOUT AND ‘THE VAPORS’
25 January 1676
Having come one morning to the home of Mons. the Abbey de Gravel, to go
with him to St. Germain, he told me that he had just done a surgical operation on
himself, against gout, by way of precaution.1 I asked him what it was. He said
that his brother had learned in Germany that when one begins to be seized by
gout, or to detect it, one must make incisions or scarifications at every new
moon, as close to the true time of the new moon as possible, on the pad of the
toe above where one begins to feel or to detect the affliction. His brother began
to have two cases; some time ago he made use of [the operation]; the affliction
has not returned. He has already felt there on occasion gout pains much more
violent still than those his brother described. He made use of the same remedy,
and the affliction has not returned since. There is nothing more reasonable than
this. For it is the lowest and the final part of the body, where the heaviest and
most viscous and tartarous humours accumulate little by little, and finally
harden, or at least swell up that part. This is why one must give them air [vent];
this serves to move the blood from there, and to give them air [de l’air]. After
the incision a ventouse2 must be applied. The style of ventouses used by the
Germans, with their little points, is much more comfortable; as for me, I
remember hearing the same thing in Germany as a certain remedy against gout,
even when it has just been detected.

1

As detailed by Guhrauer, and later by Mates – both drawing on the intimate
report offered of Leibniz’s last days from his amanuensis, Eckhart – Leibniz
himself would ultimately die in large part from self-inflicted injuries brought about
in his longstanding effort to treat his own gout. Though Leibniz’s treatment of
choice was wooden clamps as opposed to incisions, it is at least interesting, if only
in a poetic way, to see in this letter something of the manner of the philosopher’s
death reflected in the work of his life. See G. E. Guhrauer, Leibnitz: Eine
Biographie (Breslau, 1846); Benson Mates, The Philosophy of Leibniz:
Metaphysics and Language (Oxford University Press, 1989). We are grateful to
Ric Arthur for bringing this point to our attention.
2
In traditional medicine, a ventouse is a glass that is heated and then applied to the
skin, which in cooling creates a suction.
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Il y a une espèce de Maladie à Paris, dont les femmes se plaignent
ordinairement, et qu'elles appellent vapeurs.
Ce sont comme des
éblouissements, et surprises et foiblesses subites qui les prennent et s’en vont
tout a coup et reviennent par intervalles. Et comme cela les eblouit comme si
quelque nuée epaisse venoit à leur obscurcir la veue et l'esprit, elles appellent
cecy des vapeurs. Or il est bien manifeste que cecy ne scauroient estre des
vapeurs. La comparaison de la teste pour un alembic est fort mal fondée; il n'y a
point de passages pour la distillation et dans la teste même pour une vapeur il
faudroit des places vuides ou la vapeur se pût rassembler. Or Mons. Alliot le
jeune m'a conté que son pere et luy avec Mons. Boundelot et autres ont assisté à
l'ouverture du corps de Mons. le Marechal de Clerambault; on y trouva dans un
des passages du sang du coeur au poumon ou contre (car je ne m'en souviens pas
bien) un gros morceau de chair spongieux comme une langue de carpe, qui avoit
bouché le passage du sang car il est probable, que le sang rencontrant ces
bouchons se reflechit en luy meme, et par une espece de revulsion se retire en
arrière de toutes les extremitez, vers le coeur. Cela doit faire un affoiblissement
subite, mais qui cesse incontinent. C'est une disposition à la syncope, lors que le
sang ne peut plus passer autant qu'il faut pour la vie, on meurt. Ces obstructions
causent dans les femmes des desordres dans le bas ventre ou matrice comme si
on bouchoit viste un alembic pour empecher l'esprit qui veut sortir[,] tout
creveroit. Or les medecins fondent leur indication ridiculement sur le nom de
vapeurs, il faut, disent ils, les condenser, donc il[s] donnent des limonades et
autres acides, lesquels avancent le mal, parcequ'ils
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There is a sort of sickness in Paris of which the women habitually complain,3
and which they call ‘vapors’. These are a sort of vertigo, or surprises and
sudden weaknesses that seize them and that disappear at once and come back
intermittently. And as these blind them as if some thick cloud came and
darkened their vision and their spirit, they call them ‘vapors’. But it is very
clear that these could not be vapors. The comparison of the head to an alembic4
is very groundless; there are no passages for distillation and for there to be a
vapor in the head itself there would have to be empty spaces where the vapor
could accumulate. Now Mons. Alliot the younger told me that he and his father,
along with Mons. Boundelot and others, witnessed the opening of the body of
Mons. le Maréchal de Clerambault; they found there, in one of the passages of
blood from the heart to the lungs, or the other way around (for I do not recall
well), a large piece of spongy flesh like the tongue of a carp that had corked the
passage of blood; for it is likely that the blood, in encountering these corks, is
repulsed back upon itself, and in a sort of revulsion draws itself back bitterly
from all of the extremities towards the heart. This must bring about a sudden
weakening, but which ends all at once. It is a disposition for the syncope, when
not enough blood can pass any longer as is required for life, one dies. In
women, these obstructions cause disorders in the lower belly or the matrix, 5 as
if, [if] one had quickly corked an alembic in order to block the spirit that seeks
to exit, everything would break apart. Now since the physicians base their
diagnosis, ridiculously, on the name of ‘vapors’, it is necessary, they say, to
condense them, so they prescribe lemonades6 and other acids, which prolong the
affliction, since they
3

One cannot help but notice a hint of skepticism here, if not a thoroughgoing
social constructionism as concerns medical diagnoses. It is worth noting that
Mons. de Clerambault, whose ill fate is described further on, was not thought by
anyone to have been afflicted by the vapors, which reveals – and this could not
have escaped Leibniz’s notice – that the vapors were not thought by anyone to be
just a medical condition, but also a complex of behaviors associated with a certain
group of people, to wit, Parisian women.
4
An alembic is the upper part of a sort of still, used in alchemy, consisting in two
‘retorts’ or spherical vessels connected by a narrow passage.
5
i.e., the uterus.
6
In the 17th century, a ‘lemonade’ would probably have been made from lemon,
honey, and water. Interestingly, it was in 1676 that the Compagnie de
Limonadiers of Paris was granted monopoly rights to sell the drink, from tanks
dispersed about the city. Though the lemonade tanks would not have appeared as
early as January, we may suppose that the drink was already in fashion at the time
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servent a augmenter la coagulation qui est dans le sang. Et on l'a essayé, car
ayant pris ce morceau qui s'estoit trouvé, chez Mons. de Clerambault et on a
taché de le dissoudre dans le vinaigre, mais cela n'a servi qu'a l'endurcir. Par
apres on l[']a fort bien dissolu dans un alcali comme lessive. Donc il faut des
alcali pour le dissoudre, et a fin, qu'ils penetrent jusque dans le sang, il faut des
alcali bien volatile <et penetrant>, comme l'esprit d'urine, ou sal amoniac.
Mons. Alliot le pere a fait un écrit, de cancro sine igne et ferro (per alcalia)
curato. Sylvius luy écrit la dessus une lettre fort honneste, et luy dit qu'il falloit
qu'ils eussent eu le même maistre (+ Helmont apres la nature +) pour avoir des
sentimens si conformes. Bartholin in catalogo autorum de son Anatomia
reformata, derniere edition, cite aussi Petrum Alliot. Le jeune Alliot a soûtenu
une these: quod Natura vitalem exerceat Chymiam. Mons. Alliot le pere a crû
que Vesicula fellis cum chylo in intestino tenui facit effervescentiam, avant que
d’avoir entendu que Mons. Alliot enseigne la même chose. C'est vesiculae
fellecae liquor, qui entretient la fluidité et le mouvement dans le sang par son
alcali. Et ce qu'on attribue vulgairement au defaut de la chaleur naturelle, ne
vient que du defaut de cette liqueur. Il s'engendrent des pierres dans cette
vesicule qui diminuent la quantité necessaire du fiel. Amarum et acidum
reagentia faciunt tertium salsum, quod est urinosum illud sal. Unde
fermentatione opus est ad alcali ex urina recuperandum (+ mihi videtur Amarum
et Acidum facere salsum. Proprie et gustu talia. Sed ex salso non ipsi plane sed
nonnihil dissimilia per putrefactionem restitui, sed alias substantias; quibus
nomina invenienda +). Un nommé Lasson, chirurgien ou apothiquaire, que je
rencontra chez Mons. Alliot

of composition of this text, and this could in part explain Leibniz’s disapproval of
its overconsumption.
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serve to increase the coagulation that is in the blood. And they tested this,
having taken the piece that was found in Mons. de Clerambault and attempting
to dissolve it in vinegar; but this only served to harden it. Afterwards, they
dissolved it very thoroughly in an alkali that was like a detergent. Thus alkalis
are necessary for dissolving it, and in order for them to penetrate into the blood,
one needs very volatile and penetrating alkalis, like the spirit of urine or sal
ammoniacum.7 Mons. Alliot the elder wrote a piece on cancer, treated (by
alkalis) without fire or metal.8 Sylvius9 wrote a very honest letter to him, and
told him that they must have had the same teacher (Helmont,10 evidently) in
order to have such similar views. Bartholin, in the catalogue of authors in the
latest edition of his Anatomia reformata, also cites Pierre Alliot. The young
Alliot defended a thesis: that Nature practices a vital Chemistry. Mons. Alliot
the elder believed that the gall bladder, with the chyle, brings about
effervescence in the thin intestine, before learning that Mons. Alliot teaches the
same thing. It is the liquor of the gall bladder that maintains the fluidity and the
movement of the blood by means of its alkali. And what is commonly attributed
to the lack of natural heat in fact comes only from the lack of this liquor. Stones
are produced in this bladder that diminish the quantity of gall. The reaction of
bitter and acid bring about a third saline, which is this urinous salt. Wherefore it
is necessary for the alkali to be derived by fermentation from the urine (it is
apparent to me that bitter and acid yield a saline, particularly with respect to
taste and size. But from the saline it is clear that these are not restored, but
rather certain dissimilar things are obtained by putrefaction, other substances
whose names have yet to be invented.). A surgeon or pharmacist named Lasson
whom I met at the home of Mons. Alliot

7

‘Sal ammoniacum’ is the common alchemical term for ammonium chloride
(NH4Cl), a compound found in high levels in urine, distilled and used by early
chemists for numerous remedies.
8
We have succeeded in locating only a later, French version of the work to which
Leibniz refers. See J. B. Alliot, Traité du cancer, où l'on explique sa nature, et où
l'on propose les moyens les plus surs pour le guerir Méthodiquement. Avec un
examen du système et de la pratique de Mr. Helvetius (Paris, 1698). In the
Philosophical Transactions of that same year, Alliot is identified as “Conseiller du
Roy, Médecin ordinaire de sa Majesté, & de la Bastille” (Vol. 20, 199f.).
9
Franciscus Sylvius or Franz de la Boë (1614-1672), a Dutch physician and
author of the Praxeos medicae idea nova (1671).
10
Jean-Baptiste van Helmont (1577-1644), a Belgian chemist and physician, who
wrote extensively on fermentation.
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le jeune, me dit qu'il avoit trouvé par le raisonnement un moyen de distiller
l'esprit d'urine <en un instant> sans aucune fermentation, en abregeant cette
fermentation par l'injection de certaines choses (+ alcalis qui mangent l'acide
apparemment afin qu'il quitte l'alcali volatile de l’urine +) apres avoir evaporé
l'urine ad consistentiam mellis. || Rien de meilleur contre le rheume
<schmerzen> que de se tenir longtemps droit, sans incliner sa teste.
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the younger, told me that by reasoning he found a way of distilling the spirit of
urine in an instant, without fermentation, through the injection of certain things
(alkalis that apparently consume the acid in order that it leave behind the volatile
alkali of the urine) after having evaporated the urine to the consistency of honey.
|| Nothing better for cold pains 11 than to stand straight for a long time, without
inclining the head.12

11

The word “pains” is in German in the original (‘schmerzen’).
The final sentence, at the bottom of the manuscript page, is placed under a bold
line separating it from the rest of the text. It appears that Leibniz is beginning here
another part of the same memo, which may have been lost.

12
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‘ORGANON GUSTUS’
LH III, 5, 219. 1 pg. Date: 1686-89, based on content.
Credo organon gustus plus facere ad salubritatem efficaciamque ciborum, quam
vulgo videtur. Observo enim plurimum interesse quodnam alteri superbibam,
licet sine intervallo. Cum tamen quoad stomachum parum intersit. Hinc in
Actis Anglorum nescio quis Medicus peregrinator ex Jamaica ni fallor redux,
observat multum interfuisse, prius ne aqua, an spiritus vini biberetur, aut ambo
ne commixta biberentur. Manifeste etiam in me observo, si acidis dulcia, ut lac
superbibam <vel contra>, imo si in os sumam tantum, perturbationem aliquam
ingratam, et prope noxiam consequi. si quid tamen interponam medium, ut
salso-pingue nihil ingrati incommodive sentio. Et tamen in stomacho confundi
omnia manifestum est. Itaque gustus organon, uti dijudicat quae nobis ac sibi
invicem conveniant, ita minus congruentibus offenditur, eamque offensionem
occulta quadam ratione ad stomachum ipsum intestinaque et totum corporis
nostri habitum propagat. Quemadmodum ministerio nervorum et glandularum
nos rebus gratis et fortibus tantum in os sumtis, imo <odoribus> per nares et
austis retici constat.
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‘THE ORGAN OF TASTE’ (1686-9(?))
I believe that the organ of taste does more for the salubriousness and usefulness
of food than is commonly perceived. I observe withal that there is a great
difference when I consume anything after another, provided that there is no
pause. Yet nevertheless for the stomach there is less difference. Wherefore in
the Acts of the English,1 a traveling Physician, I know not who,2 returning if I
am not mistaken from Jamaica, observes that there was a great difference
whether water or vinous spirit3 was drunk first, or both were drunk mixed
together. I clearly observe in myself, indeed, that if I follow the consumption of
something sweet such as milk by something acid, or vice versa, indeed if I
should so much as bring it to my mouth, a certain unpleasant and almost harmful
perturbation follows; if nevertheless I should interpose something in between,
such as something that is salty and greasy, I sense nothing unpleasant or
uncomfortable. And yet in the stomach clearly everything is mixed together.
Accordingly the organ of taste decides to make use of what things are fitting for
us and equally for it, and in this way it is offended by things that are less suitable
in combination, and propagates this displeasure by a certain hidden ratio to the
stomach itself, and to the intestines and to the entire constitution of our bodies.
In this way it is evident that through the offices of the nerves and of the glands,
we are maintained by the pleasing and vigorous things brought up to the mouth,
indeed by odors taken in through the nostrils and by swallowing.

1

This is evidently a reference to the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal
Society of London.
2
The reference is evidently to Hans Sloane, an English physician, voyager, and
collector (1660-1753), and later president of the Royal Society. In 1686, Sloane
published in the Transactions “A Description of the Pimienta or Jamaica Pepper
Tree, and of the Tree That Bears the Cotex Winteranus, “Philosophical
Transactions (1686): 16, 462-468. Here, he discusses, among many other things,
“Rum a vinous Spirit drawn from Molossus or bad Sugar fermented with Water,
[which] if it be mixed with some […] Bark, loses in part its loathsome
empyreumatick Smell” (467). Assuming that this is the article to which Leibniz is
referring, we are able to date his text to 1686 or later, and probably not much later,
since the ambitious young Sloane’s name would probably not have remained
unfamiliar to Leibniz much longer.
3
i.e., rum.
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Apparatus criticus
In the texts presented here, the critical apparatus has been designed with an eye
to fluid readability rather than to simply reproducing the standards and
conventions of the Akademie Edition. For a likely unsurpassable critical edition
of the first text presented, on which our reading differs at only a few minor
points, see Pasini 1996.
Deletions are indicated only where they are legible. Below, deleted text is given
to the right of the abbreviation ‘del.’ The deletion occurs between the two
words to the left, which are separated by an ellipsis. The word to the left of the
abbreviation ‘corr.’ is the word with which Leibniz corrects a word he originally
wrote, indicated to the right. Insertions are indicated not here, but in the text, by
means of pointed brackets (<…>).
‘Corpus hominis et uniuscujusque animalis Machina est quædam’
Pg. 150 ‘reciprocante... consequi’ del. quodam quod Germanis vulgo *Inquies*
dicitur Pg. 152 '<sit.> ... Haec autem' del. <intelligo autem motum sine portione
corporis satis manifestum et ** ad varias actiones motum. Nam plantae licet
speciem ** conservent, motu tamen notabilis carent | 'petuntur... quomodo' del.
enim Machinam enim perpetui Motus quaerenti non statim fortasse occurret
animal | 'motrice. ... Et cum partes' del. Et cum partium non solum ad extranea
occursus Pg. 154 ‘attrahat, ... aliisque’ del. <agentia patientibus applicando>
fecit corr. valuit | ‘tum... moveretur’ del. ad reparationem cum opus esset
‘paranda, ... <atque>’ del. et quae machinam machinae functiones impedire
possent | ‘Promethei... arte’ del. exempl | ‘arte... machinam’ del. huiusmodi
‘Machinam... animalem’ del. fabricaremus Pg. 156 fluido corr. liquido |
tamen corr. verò | quem corr.quod | ‘corporis... paratam’ del. nupero invento |
‘qui... tanta vi’ del. in capacitate cordis delatus Pg. 158 pauco corr.exiguo |
‘cupreo... cum dolio’ del. supponatur, atque inde tubus quod | ‘omni...
ebullitione’ del. dilatatio | ‘halitum,... sed’ del. tenuissimum | est corr. oritur
‘aliqua... restitutionem’ del. reciproc | ‘<flamma,>... quidam’ del. quidam
effervescentiam sive fermentationem | ‘durabilem,... quae’ del. in omnibus
corporibus ad e Pg. 160 Animal corr. humanem | With Pasini, reading Motus
for De Motus | firmo seu vasi corr. solido | ‘autem... partim’ del. partim
liquorem ebullientem veheunt aut vis | ‘unde... caro’ del. nervi membranae et
musculi | liquorum corr. sanguinis Pg. 162 ‘... Cum autem’ del. Vasa autem
spirituum quae agendo intumescunt patiendo com* | incumbant, ideo corr.
implicentur | intumescere corr. inflari | vel corr. atque | ‘inaequalitas, ... quod’
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del. tota vis flatus nititur ad restitutionem eius quod turbat | ‘qualis est... is’ del.
quemadmodum | injicit corr. immittit | ‘sed... impedimentum’ del. liberat ab
accipiet corr.sentiet | ‘flatus... ac,’ del. et qui vel unam comprimere volet, totam
vim fl | Pasini: dilatavit Pg. 164 ‘<motricem>... inesse’ del. substantiae cuidam
| ‘vocant... <in Homine>’ del. quod semper per sensum atque appetitus aliquem
habere necesse est | inexpectata corr. tanta quidem | probare quidam corr.
demonstrare Pg. 166 Pasini: Anatomici | Pasini: etiamnum
Note on Gout and ‘Vapors’
Pg. 168 ‘quelque… nuée’ del. vapeur | ‘qu’… elles’ del. ils appe | ‘des
vapeurs.… Or’ del. Or cela n’est qu’une disposition à la syncope |
‘rassembler… Or’ del. il y a quelqu | ‘du sang… du coeur’ del. dans l | gros corr.
grosse | ces bouchons corr. les ouvertures | ‘des… limonades’ del. aci Pg. 170
‘a… fait’ del. soutenu
Organon gustus
Pg. 176 ‘tamen… quoad’ del. si stomachus tantum ad rem faciat, nihil interesse
‘glandularum… nos’ del. etiam
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